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The advent of technology changes the lifestyle of the people all over the world. Everything becomes instantaneous. Nothing is concealed now because of Information explosion. As an educator, I do need to connect to world wide web too.

If your work dictates you to know more and read more, you need an Internet Connection. Easy access to information saves time. It is just a click away. Beautiful photos and life-changing videos facilitate learning in the classrooms. Validation of facts becomes easier because of numerous sites and applications available in the world wide web.

It is also true that the social media have contributed a lot in influencing people to be like this and that. Its impact to society is great. People have learned to use sites to express their ideas and feelings.

We can actually plan our reunion with our long lost friend, relative, former girlfriend or boyfriend through internet. Just click the search button and you’ll be surprised to meet anyone you wish for.

Writing never becomes hard now because you won’t suffer from aching fingers if you have loads of paper works to accomplish because your laptop is always a saving grace.

Ailments which seem imperceptible are now seen through technology – induced ways. Speedy recovery from fatal disease becomes possible because of technology and easy- access to information.

There are many things which technology particularly Internet does in our lives. Although there are adverse effects too.

People no longer live in isolation because Internet draws us closer to one another even the professional titles and societal positions become less visible so that, there will be freedom of expression in all forms and ways.

Internet is like a pill that can make life comfortable and happy.